Effective bidding can mean big profits for your flooring operation. With RFMS Bid Pro you can:

- Enable your estimators to be more productive by automating manual bidding tasks
- Easily and quickly re-calculate bids to accommodate add-ons and change orders
- Stay organized by using the Product database, detailed reporting and easy-to-use interface

Achieve higher success rates in the bids you submit, increased profitability in the jobs you win and greater control over your entire business.

Bid Pro Overview
RFMS Bid Pro eliminates the drudgery of hand bids and estimates. Bid Pro was designed with the unique estimating and bidding needs of floor covering operations. As an added plus, Bid Pro is integrated with RFMS Order Entry and RFMS Products to eliminate unnecessary data entry duplication.

Not only can Bid Pro provide you with advanced estimating and analytical information, the template feature allows you to create a detailed estimate that you can use to create new estimates or customer orders with just a few easy clicks.

Always know your profitability
RFMS Bid Pro gives you unbelievable control of your gross profit margins as you bid and complete jobs. Because you can compare the bid costs against the actual costs, you will be able to improve your profits by understanding where the money goes!

Works for all job types
RFMS knows that most flooring covering operations handle a variety of job types and installations. That’s why RFMS Bid Pro is designed to process new construction (builder), commercial, multi-family (apartments, condos) and retail.

Why use Professional Level Bidding Software?
Using Bid Pro allows you to accomplish the main goals of job bidding:

- Submit a higher number of bids in your normal time
- Win more profitable jobs
- Be competitive
- Know what your costs are
- Make a higher profit

Don’t Just “Guestimate”
Bid Pro allows you to submit the best bid possible by providing your estimators with key information:

- Accurate Labor Costs
- Overhead Factors
- Material Costs
- Possible Profit Margins
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Use these amazing features to standardize your bidding to win more jobs.

Integration
- New suppliers and distributors can be added efficiently because of the use of FCB2B standards
- Links with RFMS Measure allowing the floor plans and areas to be imported and retains graphic attachments without duplicate entry
- Direct importing of RFMS Product data for up-to-date style, color, costs and much more
- Export bids to Order Entry to produce work orders and picking tickets, schedule and jobcost

All Job Types
Bid Pro is an important part of the process needed to bid, win and execute Builder, Commercial and Multi-Family jobs.
- BUILDER - tracks overages, add-ons and upgrades
- COMMERCIAL - illustrates actual costs and margins
- MULTI-FAMILY - uses templates for repetitive jobs

Reporting
Create customized reports with layouts and sub-total groups.

Searching
Search for estimates many different ways: model, project or customer name, estimate number or by salesperson.

Templates
Enter an estimate once and save as a template to be used over and over. Estimate data can be exported directly to RFMS Order Entry or can be merged with other estimates to create an unlimited number of combinations.

Sub-Estimates
Create sub-estimates for a quick and easy method of changing specific portions of a larger estimate.

Profitability Analysis
On-the-fly ability to enter up to three different profit percentages to instantly view the overall profitability per estimate. Or, determine your profits on a line-by-line basis by including freight, use tax, discounts, overhead and gross profit percentage.

Allowed vs. Actual
Track the actual costs against the allowed costs for each line item and automatically create an overage when the estimate is exported to RFMS Order Entry.

Buy Quantity Checking
Eliminate costly bidding errors by always selling correctly. The Buy/Sell Quantity feature checks the “Sell” quantity on the job against manufacturer “Buy” quantities (if any), alerting you to change the appropriate quantities for each line.

Training & Support
Full-time help desk support, web-based training and a complete user manual are standard.